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She caught another wave that came,and with her strong physiqueshe placed her right hand on her

board,pushed up, stood on her feet.As those around her cheered, she feltsuch happiness she

cried.With one wave all her doubts were goneas she enjoyed the ride.Growing up in Hawaii,

Bethany Hamilton loved being outside and joining her friends and brothers in adventures. She

especially loved to surf. One calm morning while she was waiting for a wave, a fourteen-foot tiger

shark crept up on her and swiftly severed her arm. After being rushed to the hospital and

recovering, this thirteen-year-old was determined to surf again. And she did -- just three weeks after

her accident. Overcoming doubts and physical challenges, Bethany went on to compete in surfing

contests around the world and has inspired millions through her strength and faith to keep riding the

waves.Whether reading for themselves or being read to, children love the captivating rhyming

poems and unforgettable color illustrations of the Heroes for Young Readers series.
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My daughter is a huge Bethany Hamilton fan. She is in 2nd grade and chose to complete a

biography project on Bethany. This book was a quick and easy read for her, and provided her with

some great facts for her report.

Great!

My daughter is a big Bethany Hamilton fan - she was doing a report on her so we bought this an



other ones. This one is poems of her. It was good, helped her with her report. Well written. I'd buy it

for a fan or someone doing research needing more references.

Great little kid biography (1st - 2nd grade)

The little girl it was bought for loved it!

This is the story of a teenage competitive surfer who was attacked by a shark and lost her arm.

Since it is intended for younger children, it is purposefully not too scary. Bethany Hamilton went on

to be a champion surfer despite the loss of her arm. It is an uplifting and motivational story about

survival and overcoming obstacles. It is very appropriate, written in rhyme, and short enough to read

as a bedtime story. You'll be cheering for Bethany.

I read this book to 25 K - second graders for our church's AWANA group. They were totally

absorbed by this inspiring, courageous story. The children loved it! You could hear a pin drop!!
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